
Past Future Continuous

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Of course, I ______________________ for a gentleman like yourself to
mention the matter to me when I might be scrubbing out your aunt's kitchen or
her hall door maybe, and you sitting in the parlor with the company.

1.

(not/look)

wouldn't be looking

Which is Irish for saying that no one would attempt to keep track of a
newsboy's idiosyncrasies on a train; it __________________ too much of any
train crew; and, besides, there was no mention of it in the rules.

2.

(ask)
would be asking

I didn't think you __________________ there that night, but you went out,
and-and fell over them.
3.

(go out)
'd be going out

If the stars behind sank down faster than those ahead rose up-he
______________________.
4.

(descend)would be descending

Old folks ___________________ a meeting and singing and praying.5.
(hold)

would be holding

At about the same moment Van, duly caparisoned, would be led forth from
his paddock, and in another moment he and his rider __________________
off across the breezy level of the prairie.

6.

(fly)
would be flying

And she ___________________, hidden away.7. (wait)would be waiting

It _____________________ too far to say, that all which is worst in current
literature, when at its worst finds in some of these works comprehensive
illustration.

8.

(not/go)

would not be going

The manners of a people are painted after life in their domestic proverbs;
and it _________________________ too much to assert, that the genius of
the age might be often detected in its prevalent ones.

9.

(not/advance)
would not be advancing

Consequently, Jack ___________________ for them.10. (look)would be looking

He _______________________ for Harrison and Janes.11. (not/wait)would not be waiting
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Caroline, he knew, would be at her post as teacher, he said, and he
hoped Miss Keeldar _______________________.
12.

(not/want)would not be wanting

The truth is, however, that this individual __________________ no
chance.
13.

(take)
would be taking

If the Emperor had come then, so many of our best warriors
_____________________ dead before us.
14.

(not/lie)would not be lying

We never thought a son of our own ___________________ a suit of that
sort for his wedding, or have so good a place to bring a wife to.
15.

(wear)
would be wearing

He hesitated; but he considered that it ___________________ a bad
example to the men if he refused, and he gave his consent.
16.

(set)
would be setting

I knew you _________________ me for the whole business.17. (accuse)'d be accusing

But it __________________ too much capital to kill such a beast, that we
have fed for thirty years.
18.

(lose)
would be losing

We should not be serious all the time of our drive, for at every instant I
should steal a kiss, and your feet ___________________ on mine.
19.

(rest)would be resting

If he had do you think I _________________ here denying it?20. (stand)'d be standing
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